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Resolution congratulating Molly Schweiger on being awarded a 2023 Estrella Brillante Award.  

 WHEREAS,  

MOLLY SCHWEIGER 
 

was awarded a 2023 Estrella Brillante Award for her immeasurable contributions to Hispanics in Milwaukee, and 

was recognized at the United Community Center’s 53rd Anniversary Celebration on April 28, 2023; and  
 

WHEREAS, Molly Schweiger has shown a sincere commitment to the betterment of her community 

through her work as a friend to Milwaukee’s Hispanic community; and  

 

WHEREAS, Molly Schweiger has served as the Vice President of  Client & Community Relations at PNC 

Bank for more than a decade in which capacity she partnered with hundreds of Milwaukee area nonprofits in 

pursuit of making positive change in local communities while also leading PNC’s “Grow-Up-Great” program, a 

project dedicated to investing in quality childhood programs across Milwaukee so that every child has the skills and 

resources needed to “Grow Up Great”; and  

WHEREAS, Molly Schweiger is an Estrella Brillante  for UCC as she has worked for the past decade to 

further UCC’s mission by encouraging PNC volunteers to read to children, bringing an inflatable planetarium to 

the school gym, sponsoring events, and providing a playground at the Ricardo Diaz Early Learning Academy 

through PNC’s sponsorship while also donating much needed supplies and learning materials to UCC’s early 

childhood classrooms; and  

WHEREAS, Molly Schweiger has consistently and effectively ensured every investment made by PNC has, 

to its greatest extent, positively impacted local communities; and  

WHEREAS, Molly Schweiger embodies the purpose of the Estrella Brillante Award, an honor which 

recognizes leaders who have served as a bright light and made immeasurable contributions to the betterment of 

their neighbors by building bridges and advancing the Hispanic community; now, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the Common Council of the City of Milwaukee herewith congratulates Molly Schweiger 

on receiving a 2023 Estrella Brillante Award, commends her for her contributions and accomplishments, and 

wishes for her a  happy, healthy and successful future; and, be it  

FURTHER RESOLVED, That a suitably engrossed copy of this resolution be presented to Molly 

Schweiger. 

Introduced by Common Council members José G. Pérez, JoCasta Zamarripa, Marina Dimitrijevic, Mark A. 

Borkowski, Khalif J. Rainey, Mark Chambers, Jr., Jonathan Brostoff, Robert J. Bauman, Scott Spiker, Russell 

W. Stamper, II, Lamont Westmoreland and Andrea M. Pratt and approved by all members of the Milwaukee 

Common Council on May 9, 2023. 


